BE A PART OF THE
TEAM BY JOINING

ARDYSSPRIME!
September to December 2021

ACTIVATE YOUR HEALTH, YOUR BUSINESS, AND YOUR DESTINY!

When you start your ArdyssPrime Membership (through Recurring Orders), you are starting the
future of your ArdyssLife! You will receive, not only products every month to keep you and your
family healthy, but you will be activating a business that will give you stability and growth to reach
your financial goals. Additional benefits include a simplified shipping fee of only $9.99 within the
US on all your orders! Plus, you will receive an additional 5% of the Value Points of your first level that
are also Prime Members on the Unilevel bonus!

ARDYSSPRIME INCENTIVE
September to December 2021
AN APPOINTMENT WITH ARDYSS WILL CHANGE YOUR LIFE!

What does the sentence above mean to you?
It’s different for everyone...

For some, it's the OPPORTUNITY to leave the job they hate to start something they are passionate about...For others,
it means to start a BUSINESS that will help to complement their family’s INCOME.
But before I tell you what this phrase means to ME let me ask you a few questions:
[ ] Do you want to have a business that instead of giving you STRESS, gives you HEALTH?
[ ] Do you want to have a DEMANDING job or your own business that gives you TIME FREEDOM?
[ ] Do you want to have a business that at the beginning of the month gives you UNCERTAINTY or a
business that provides an ASSURED volume even before the month starts?
If in ALL 3 questions you said yes. I want to tell you that for me, it means all that, but above all, an
OPPORTUNITY TO CHANGE YOUR LIFE FOREVER!
To achieve this, we have built ArdyssLife, a place where we invite our ArdyssPreneurs to EMPOWER
themselves and take control of their DESTINIES!
To achieve this goal, you have to follow these simple 5 STEPS:

# 1: Activate your ArdyssPrime Membership with 100 PQPoints or more.
# 2: Find 10 to 20 clients looking to improve their health.
# 3: Enroll your first 3 ArdyssPreneurs and continue until you reach 12.
#4: Teach your ArdyssPreneurs steps 1, 2 and 3.
# 5: Log in to our weekly event system to learn.
Are you ready?
ACTIVATE YOUR ARDYSSPRIME TODAY!
When you activate your membership (100 PQPoints or more) we will include a FREE T-shirt to show every- one
that you are part of the team that wants to continue changing lives!

